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INTRODUCTION

These instructions supplement instruction book GEI-15536 which is included in this book. The combination of the two form complete instructions for the Type CFV17A relay.

The Type CFV17A relay is a single phase instantaneous voltage relay of the induction cylinder construction. The relay is similar to CFV16A except that it is provided with two normally open, electrically separate contacts.

INSTALLATION

MOUNTING

The outline and panel drilling dimensions are shown in Fig. 5 of the included instructions.

CONNECTIONS

The internal connection diagram is shown in Fig. 1 of this supplement.

Fig. 1 Internal Connections For Type CFV17A Relay

These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment nor to provide for every possible contingency to be met in connection with installation, operation or maintenance. Should further information be desired or should particular problems arise which are not covered sufficiently for the purchaser's purposes, the matter should be referred to the General Electric Company.